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BIG THOUGHT 

Financial markets in recent weeks have dealt with choppy trading as seemingly every 

few days stories come out with perceived vastly different ramifications. In one corner 

we have the continued strong advance in corporate earnings and economic data. 

In the other more negative corner lies a trade war and various geopolitical issues. A 

full-blown trade war is not something to ignore, as we have mentioned in our bearish 

points below dating back to January 2017. Similarly, geopolitical concerns whether 

they be from North Korea, or Italy threatening to leave the Euro are not without their 

potential consequences. However, these negative headlines can easily be made to 

appear more imminent and dangerous than they may be. Meanwhile, when the 

economy and earnings keep on their steady positive path an exciting headline is hard 

to generate. As we discuss often the underlying fundamentals of earnings and the 

economy are the important underpinnings of financial markets. Everything else, 

while not always unimportant, runs the risk of being noise that simply effects investor 

sentiment. Giving us further comfort in this view is the continued healthy price 

uptrends in stocks. Trends are an important aspect to our risk management discipline 

and as of early June  provide us with a mostly positive view of financial markets.  
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BEARISH 

 ͩ Protectionism/trade wars on the rise and is likely to boost inflation and cause economic slowing 

 ͩ Strength is U.S. Dollar has contributed to recent weakness in International/Emerging Markets 

 ͩ The transition to a new Fed and likely end to the decades long bond bull market occurring at same time complicates 
matters 

 ͩ Q1 GDP was lukewarm, will Q2 show big jump expected? 

 ͩ Geopolitical concerns 

 ͩ Lackluster market response from strong earnings reports 

 

 
BULLISH 

ͩ Intermediate to long-term stock price trends are still positive 

ͩ Economy healthy 

Þ Strong job market gaining further momentum 

Þ Job strength boosting wages 

Þ Leading Economic Indicators very strong 

ͩ Corporate tax cuts are significantly increasing earnings 

ͩ February/March correction took away some of the excessive investor sentiment  

ͩ Small business and consumer confidence is high 

ͩ Recent stock market correction reduced somewhat overvalued stocks to fair value 

ͩ Corporations are starting to reinvest in cap ex instead of just buybacks and dividends 
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Recently completed 1st quarter earnings reports showed yet again the strength of corporate earnings. The growth 
in recent years jumped even more with the corporate tax cut. Along with this has come the inevitable naysayers who 
tend to look for potential negatives without actually studying historical data. In this case, these negative views have 
revolved around the concern we may have hit peak earnings. Only in hindsight will anyone know for sure if we have. 
If we assume we have peaked the study above shows that on average a recession doesn’t occur for about four 
years after earnings peaked. We frequently talk about the importance of earnings, and a potential peak is not 
something to ignore. Importantly though it is also not something about which to make broad negative assumptions 
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